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Introduction

In April 2011, a voluntary chemical disclosure registry was launched for companies developing unconventional oil and gas wells. Two years later, eleven states direct or allow well operators and service companies to report their chemical use to this online registry: FracFocus (www.fracfocus.org). The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has also proposed adopting FracFocus as the reporting method for companies fracturing wells on federal and tribal lands.

When first announced, FracFocus held promise as a positive response to public concern about chemical use, storage, and disposal at well sites. The concept of a centralized, on-line registry appeals to under-resourced agencies, since it offers them the ability to delegate data gathering to a third party, and promises transparency by posting some chemical information online. However, our evaluation of FracFocus suggests that reliance on the registry as a regulatory compliance tool is misplaced or premature.

Summary

In its current form, FracFocus is not an acceptable regulatory compliance method for chemical disclosures. The registry’s shortcomings – and opportunities for improvement – fall into three categories:

1. **Timing of Disclosures.** State laws attach penalties to a company’s late submittal of, or failure to submit, chemical disclosures. However, FracFocus does not notify a state when it receives a disclosure from a company operating in that state. Nor can most states readily determine when a disclosure is made. As a result, states cannot enforce timely disclosure requirements.

2. **Substance of Disclosures.** FracFocus creates obstacles to compliance for reporting companies. For example, by not providing state-specific forms, FracFocus leaves companies to figure out how to account for state disclosure requirements not covered by the FracFocus form. FracFocus staff does not review submissions, and states usually do not receive the form; factors that may encourage some companies to under-value careful reporting. Meanwhile, no state sets minimum reporting standards for FracFocus. In fact, were FracFocus to disappear entirely, most states using the registry would have no backup disclosure methods readily identified and available to them.

3. **Nondisclosures.** Trade secret protection is critical in order to reward development of unique products in the marketplace. However, three characteristics of a robust trade secret regime prevent overly broad demands for this protection: substantiation by the company, verification by a government agency, and opportunity for public challenge. FracFocus has none of these characteristics; operators have sole discretion to determine when to assert trade secrets. As a result, inconsistent trade secret assertions are made throughout the registry.
Although FracFocus provides training, and has made some modifications to its form in response to criticism, shortcomings remain. Our research uncovered numerous examples where information about the same product differs across forms. The research was very time-consuming, because the registry does not allow searching across forms – readers are limited to opening one PDF at a time. This format prevents site managers, states, and the public from catching many mistakes or failures to report. More broadly, the limited search function sharply limits the utility of having a centralized data cache.

Disclosure serves many purposes in a healthy civil society. It helps people make informed decisions about risk – for instance, a landowner determining whether to agree to have a well on her property, a worker considering employment, an investor researching oil and gas companies, or an insurance company determining whether to extend a policy. Chemical disclosure facilitates effective emergency response, and enables doctors to treat patients more effectively. Disclosure can improve policy-making, too, by helping agencies prioritize regulatory action, and by encouraging public participation. In fact, disclosure may be viewed as a societal prerequisite for hydraulic fracturing – what some have called a “social license” to drill.

Incomplete and inaccurate disclosures, however, serve no public purpose. If a property owner searches for a well form on FracFocus, she may find that the form omits information required by the state, contains non-existent Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) numbers, or hides the identity of chemicals. Unable to search across forms, the property owner will not know that other forms disclose chemicals withheld in this form, or list different ingredients for the same product. If she asks for more information from FracFocus she will be denied, on the grounds that the site’s organizers are not subject to state or federal public records laws. Unless disclosures were also made to the state, the property owner may not petition the state for more complete answers or challenge the company’s trade secret claims.

States and the BLM are expending valuable resources issuing hydraulic fracturing disclosure requirements. Companies are spending valuable time submitting disclosures. We should make sure these systems work.
Background

The United States is in the midst of an energy boom. Geologists have known since the 1970s that vast quantities of natural gas lie trapped in the country’s shale formations. Only recently, however, have advances in technology made recovery economically viable. Shale gas represents nearly one quarter of U.S. gas production, and that share is growing. Technological advances and high oil prices are sparking similar interest in shale oil; North Dakota’s Bakken Shale produced nearly 600,000 barrels of oil a day in 2012.

As its name suggests, hydraulic fracturing involves injecting a large volume of fluid (usually water-based) into a well at high pressure, to fracture the rock, prop open the cracks with sand, and release trapped oil or gas. Chemicals represent a small fraction of the fracturing fluid; however, given that millions of gallons of fracturing fluid may be injected into a well, the fluid may contain thousands of gallons of chemicals.

The public has raised concerns about the potential health and environmental risks associated with shale oil and gas production. These concerns often focus on the chemicals used in the hydraulic fracturing process. By 2010, elected officials and environmental organizations were calling for increased chemical disclosure, to educate the public and provide policymakers with the information needed to assess and manage risk. In response, industry worked with the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC) and the Groundwater Protection Council (GWPC) to create a voluntary chemical registry called FracFocus. The online registry provides disclosure forms in PDF, enabling the public to view information one well at a time.

When FracFocus launched in April 2011, six states – Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Wyoming – had drilling rules that required some form of chemical disclosure, ranging from minimal reporting and maintenance of on-site chemical inventories, to comprehensive reporting before and after fracturing a well. Federal law did not – and still does not – require any disclosure of chemicals used to fracture wells.

Two years since the launch of FracFocus, eighteen states require fracturing chemicals disclosure. Of those, eleven states direct or allow well operators and service companies to report chemical use to FracFocus: Colorado; Louisiana; Mississippi; Montana; North Dakota; Ohio; Oklahoma; Pennsylvania; South Dakota; Texas; and Utah. Meanwhile, Alaska, California and New York are considering FracFocus for chemical reporting from their states, and the BLM has proposed adopting FracFocus as the disclosure method for unconventional wells on federal and tribal lands.

At the outset, FracFocus held promise as a positive response to public concerns about chemical use, storage, and disposal at well sites. And over time, the IOGCC and the GWPC have worked to improve FracFocus; for instance, by releasing a “FracFocus 2.0” form in late 2012 (all companies will use this form beginning in June 2013). However, FracFocus still fails as an acceptable regulatory compliance tool. This paper will address three categories of shortcomings, and conclude with recommendations.
Issue #1: Timing of Disclosures

States require that companies make post-fracturing chemical disclosures by a certain date. The deadline is calculated typically from the date that fracturing begins, or from the date of well completion (when the well begins generating product\(^{xxv}\)). Timing varies, but all states seek disclosures within a few months of fracturing or completing a well:

- Mississippi requires reporting within 30 days of fracturing of a well;\(^{xxvi}\)
- Utah requires reporting within 60 days of fracturing a well;\(^{xxvii}\)
- Oklahoma requires reporting within 60 days of the start of fracturing;\(^{xxviii}\)
- Louisiana requires reporting within 20 days of completion of the well;\(^{xxix}\)
- Montana,\(^{xxx}\) Pennsylvania,\(^{xxxi}\) and South Dakota\(^{xxxii}\) require reporting within 30 days of well completion;
- Texas requires reporting within 30 days of well completion or within 90 days after drilling is completed, whichever is earlier;\(^{xxxiii}\)
- North Dakota\(^{xxxiv}\) and Ohio\(^{xxxv}\) require reporting within 60 days of well completion; and
- Colorado requires reporting within 60 days of completion, and not more than 120 days from the start of fracturing.\(^{xxxvi}\)

State laws attach penalties to a company’s late submittal or failure to submit chemical disclosures. A person failing to timely submit a report in Colorado, for instance, may be subject to a civil fine of up to $1,000 per violation per day, for a total of up to $10,000.\(^{xxxvii}\) Each violation of an oil and gas rule (including requirements to report) in North Dakota is subject to a penalty of up to $12,500 per day.\(^{xxxviii}\) In Ohio, violation of the oil and gas statute may result in civil penalties of up to $4000 per day,\(^{xxix}\) in addition, if the state has made reasonable attempts to notify the operator, and a report is more than 30 days late, the state may issue a finding that the operator has committed a “material and substantial violation.” Such a finding authorizes the state to suspend well activities.\(^{xl}\)

However, when state laws direct companies to make disclosures on FracFocus, states cede oversight of these provisions to a non-regulatory third party. FracFocus does not notify a state when the site receives a disclosure form about a well in that state. Nor can most states readily determine when a disclosure is made. Of the states that use FracFocus as a disclosure compliance tool, only Texas requires companies to submit copies of the FracFocus form to the state. Otherwise, to determine if a disclosure has been filed, a state agency must search FracFocus by well number every day until a form appears. When the form does appear, it does not reflect the date it was submitted. As a result, states using FracFocus are not able to enforce timely disclosure requirements.

FracFocus 2.0 may be able to provide notification to states \(\text{when desired}\);\(^{xli}\) However, no state rule requires that FracFocus notify the state when a submission is made. The fact that the registry will not offer this service by default may mean that there are technical (database interface), regulatory, or political barriers to doing so. How those barriers will be overcome has not been made clear. Meanwhile, even if a state were to begin receiving notifications going forward, there may not be a way to reach back to determine when submissions were made over the past two years.
**Issue #2: Substance of Disclosures**

Regulatory frameworks are more effective when they operate within systems that encourage compliance by “making the undesirable behavior less profitable or more troublesome.” For instance, speeding laws by themselves may deter some motorists from driving too fast, but compliance rates improve with construction of speed bumps and traffic circles. Unfortunately, states that use FracFocus as a compliance method for chemical disclosures are relying on a registry that creates barriers to compliance. For instance, FracFocus does not provide state-specific forms, leaving companies to figure out how to account for state requirements not requested by FracFocus. Too often, companies do not provide the additional information.

For instance, some states limit disclosure to chemicals regulated under the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA). However, Colorado, Mississippi, Montana, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Texas require disclosure of all chemicals intentionally added to the fracturing fluid. This is an important distinction. OSHA requires chemical manufacturers to list information about “hazardous chemicals” on Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for placement in work spaces. While the law defines “hazardous chemical” broadly, manufacturers rely on existing literature to determine whether a chemical is hazardous; they are not required to test their product. Moreover, OSHA’s requirements only apply to chemicals “known to be present in the workplace in such a manner that employees may be exposed under normal conditions of use or in a foreseeable emergency.” This further limits been studied for workplace exposure. At a conference, Matthew Watson of “Halliburton [a fracturing chemical me that probably half of the aren’t those OSHA-regulated FracFocus website appeared to limit chemicals. For instance, in response being disclosed on this site?” the site

However, until recently the reporting to OSHA-regulated the question, “What chemicals are states:

All chemicals that would appear on MSDS chemicals.

Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) that are used to hydraulically fracture a well except for those that can be kept proprietary based on the “Trade Secret” provisions related to MSDS found on the Trade Secret link at 1910.1200(i)(1) [reference to OSHA regulations].

Moreover, the bottom of the original FracFocus form reads, “All component information listed was obtained from the supplier’s Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS). . . .” This language might lead a rational operator to disclose only those chemicals regulated by OSHA, even if that operator were reporting on a well located in Colorado (or another state seeking broader disclosures). And in fact, operators have reported non-OSHA chemicals inconsistently on this form. For instance, while TX well operators sometimes report that Clay-Max contains choline chloride at other wells they merely report that Clay-Max contains “no hazardous ingredients per MSDS.” When companies do report non-OSHA chemicals, they assert trade secret protection for them at a higher rate than for OSHA chemicals.

FracFocus appears to have amended the disclosure form to address this issue — many FracFocus 2.0 forms contain a heading part-way through the chemicals table that reads, “Additional Ingredients Not Listed on MSDS.” Unfortunately, the bottom of the new form then often reads, “Additional ingredients not listed on MSDS component information were obtained directly from the supplier. As such, the Operator is not responsible for inaccurate and/or
incomplete information.” This statement does not reflect the law in at least six states that rely on FracFocus, where a company is under equal obligation to report all chemicals intentionally added to a well.

In several other instances, the FracFocus form likewise does not cover state required information. Louisiana requires that well operators (or their service companies) report the type of base fluid used in hydraulic fracturing. Re-used fracturing water may contain chemicals; knowing the water source assists landowners, well owners, and regulators in identifying the chemicals present, to assist waste management and emergency response. However, the FracFocus form does not provide a place for companies to describe whether water is fresh or recycled, or to identify the source of water. As a result, compliance has been spotty. For instance, the report for Ohio well #34-067-21075, fractured on January 4, 2013, notes only that “water” was used as the base fluid. Operators reported the amount of fresh and recycled water used at least four other Ohio wells; however, none of these reports identified the source of the recycled water.

Pennsylvania requires a company to report whether recycled water was used in a fracturing job. Ohio requires companies to report the amount and source of any recycled water used. Re-used fracturing water may contain chemicals; knowing the water source assists landowners, well owners, and regulators in identifying the chemicals present, to assist waste management and emergency response. However, the FracFocus form does not provide a place for companies to describe whether water is fresh or recycled, or to identify the source of water. As a result, compliance has been spotty. For instance, the report for Ohio well #34-067-21075, fractured on January 4, 2013, notes only that “water” was used as the base fluid. Operators reported the amount of fresh and recycled water used at least four other Ohio wells; however, none of these reports identified the source of the recycled water.

Montana requires companies to report the actual concentrations of chemicals used in the fracturing fluid. However, the FracFocus form only requests maximum concentrations. While Montana operators could list the actual concentrations in the “Comments” field, the form makes it difficult for a company to comply with Montana state law. In some Montana forms, operators appear to have tried to provide actual concentrations on the far right-hand side of the chart, but the numbers have been jumbled in the uploading process. Other Montana forms do not provide actual concentrations.

Texas requires well operators to provide the contact information for any business claiming entitlement to trade secret protection. This information is critical in the event a medical professional or first responder needs to identify the protected chemical in an emergency situation. However, FracFocus provides no specific place for this contact information. While some disclosure forms include contact information for trade secret chemicals, most do not.

In addition, FracFocus has a “deletion default” for forms that need to be corrected. FracFocus enables well operators to pull down forms off the site when they “discover an error in a disclosure but [are] unable to correct the error immediately.” In this circumstance, the document is stored for 90 days in a “temporary holding container.” During this time, an operator may replace or refresh the form. However, if no action is taken, the entire disclosure is deleted from the site.

“The Deletion Default” FracFocus enables well operators to pull down forms when they “discover an error in a disclosure but [are] unable to correct the error immediately.” In this circumstance, the document is stored for 90 days in a “temporary holding container.” During this time, an operator may replace or refresh the form. However, if no action is taken, the entire disclosure is deleted from the site.
FracFocus has limited quality assurance procedures to ensure accuracy. The registry indicates automatically when certain pieces of information on a newly completed form are incorrect; for instance, an invalid date or API well number, or latitude or longitude values that place a well outside of North America. However, the registry does not appear to reject incorrect CAS numbers, which help to identify chemicals. A recent review of FracFocus found that 29% of CAS numbers reported at Texas wells in July 2012 did not exist.

FracFocus staff does not review submissions. And of all the states relying on FracFocus, only Texas receives copies of the form. (Pennsylvania requires submission of similar information through a state form, but not the FracFocus form itself.) While states can never review every submission they receive, there is a greater chance of state review if the state receives the documentation. Given the near certainty that no one will review the form (either at FracFocus or at the agency that could assess penalties for a failure to disclose), the rational company may conclude that careful reporting is not highly valued by regulators and act accordingly.

Finally, no state sets minimum reporting standards for FracFocus, or requires an alternative method of compliance should FracFocus scale back its site. In fact, were FracFocus to disappear, most states using the registry have not identified a backup disclosure method (Texas is an exception, indicating by law that the Texas Railroad Commission would post disclosures on its own site until a new site was identified by rule).

**Issue #3: Nondisclosure of Chemicals**

Trade secret protection is critical, to reward development of unique products in the marketplace. Trade secret law is state-based, but 47 states and Washington, DC have adopted the Uniform Trade Secrets Act (UTSA) definition of trade secrets:

> Information, including a formula, pattern, compilation, program device, method, technique, or process that derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use, and is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.

States protect “trade secrets” and other “confidential business information” from disclosure under public information laws. Federal laws also contain proprietary exemptions to public disclosure requirements, including those set forth in the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), and the Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA). A comparative review of these regimes suggests that three procedures may contribute to higher rates of disclosure, while protecting true trade secrets: substantiation by the company seeing protection; agency verification; and public challenge.

For instance, EPCRA requires substantiation of proprietary claims at the submittal stage. Furthermore, any person may challenge a trade secret claim and EPA must review and resolve within nine months. Less than 1% of facilities have filed trade secret claims under EPCRA.

TSCA does not require substantiation of proprietary claims, or provide for public challenges to these claims. A 1992 report commissioned by EPA found that companies made trade secret claims in more than 25% of all “substantial risk” notices submitted under TSCA Section 8(e); more than 20% of all health and safety studies; and about half of all records of significant hazardous reactions. In response, EPA has used its administrative authority to enhance
TSCA procedures. For instance, EPA now requires companies to substantiate trade secret claims in “substantial risk” notices.\(^{\text{hxxx}}\) In addition, in 2010 EPA announced it would increase review of TSCA trade secret claims.\(^{\text{w}}\) TSCA authorizes EPA to challenge assertions,\(^{\text{xi}}\) but without a public challenge process to spur it into action, EPA had not exercised its authority vigorously. As of 2005, EPA was only challenging an annual average of fourteen claims over TSCA health and safety studies, out of thousands of claims. (Almost all challenged claims were withdrawn.)\(^{\text{xcii}}\) In 2012, EPA began reviewing 16,000 chemical identities protected as trade secrets in TSCA submissions.\(^{\text{xciii}}\)

Many states have one or more of these procedures – substantiation, verification, and opportunity for challenge – embedded in their general public information laws. For instance, if a company makes a trade secret assertion in Louisiana, it must still file the information with the state (with a cover sheet that warns the submission contains proprietary information). Then, the state verifies whether the information is proprietary within 30 days, or sooner if there is a pending public records request.\(^{\text{xciv}}\) Any person may request documents, and file a legal action if access is denied.\(^{\text{xcv}}\) If a company has provided proprietary records to the state of Mississippi, the state must notify the company if anyone requests to see the documents, “but such records shall be released within a reasonable period of time unless the [companies] shall have obtained a court order protecting such records as confidential.”\(^{\text{xcvi}}\) In North Dakota, “[a]ny interested person” may request an attorney general’s opinion to review a written denial of a request for records, and the attorney general may obtain information claimed to be confidential for the purpose of determining whether it is.\(^{\text{xcvii}}\) Alternatively, the person may file a civil action.\(^{\text{xcviii}}\)

FracFocus offers none of these procedures; operators posting on the site have sole discretion to determine whether a chemical is a trade secret.\(^{\text{xcix}}\) No substantiation is required, and there is no verification process to determine if trade secret claims meet the OSHA standard (which FracFocus directs companies to follow).\(^{c}\) Finally, there is no process for the public to challenge a proprietary claim.\(^{\text{ci}}\) In fact, the IOGCC and the GWPC hold themselves out as exempt from federal and state public information laws.\(^{\text{cii}}\)

What’s more, when states permit or direct chemical disclosure to FracFocus, state public information laws may no longer apply. For example, Ohio’s general public information law enables any person to challenge trade secret claims in court.\(^{\text{cii}}\) The state’s fracturing chemical disclosure law narrows the universe of persons with standing, but still allows challenges from a property owner, an adjacent property owner, or any interested person or state agency that may be negatively impacted by fracturing chemicals.\(^{\text{ciii}}\) However, Ohio allows operators to disclose to FracFocus instead of the state. If operators submit to FracFocus, appeal to the state agency would be impossible because the agency will not be in possession of the records.\(^{\text{civ}}\)

Colorado has attempted to address this public challenge disconnect. The state’s hydraulic fracturing rule requires companies making trade secret assertions on FracFocus to file a “claim of entitlement” with the state.\(^{\text{cv}}\) The law then empowers people “directly and adversely affected or aggrieved as a result of any violation of any Rule” to challenge trade secret claims.\(^{\text{cvii}}\) While “directly and adversely affected or aggrieved” is not defined and may set a standard that precludes many challenges,\(^{\text{cviii}}\) Colorado makes an important attempt to enable challenges to trade secret assertions made on FracFocus.
Otherwise, by directing or allowing companies to report to FracFocus, states have endorsed implicitly a “check-the-box” approach to proprietary assertions, with no meaningful oversight. This approach may encourage companies to make over-broad trade secret claims, a tendency that appears borne out by the many instances of inconsistent disclosures on the registry. About 20% of all hydraulic fracturing chemicals are not disclosed on FracFocus forms.\textsuperscript{eix} However, those chemical constituents withheld from disclosure in one form are often published in other forms. For instance:

- CLA-Web, a clay stabilizer supplied by Halliburton. At well # 35-049-24878, the ingredient column simply says “proprietary.” At well #05-045-16150, the ingredient is identified as an “ammonium salt” with no CAS number provided. However, at well #42-483-33339 and at least 5 other wells,\textsuperscript{cxii} CLA-Web is identified as containing Polyepchlorohydrin, trimethyl amine quaternized (CAS # 51838-31-4).

- CX-14, a crosslinker supplied by Universal. At well # 42-127-33846 and many other wells, this product is reported as a “trade secret.”\textsuperscript{cxii} However, at well #42-013-34489, this product is identified as containing Hydro-Treated Light Petroleum Distillate (CAS # 64742-47-8).\textsuperscript{cxii}

- S-3, a surfactant supplied by EES. At well # 05-095-06238 and at least nine other wells,\textsuperscript{cxii} this product is marked as a “trade secret.” However, at well #05-077-09440, six ingredients and their CAS numbers are listed for this product: Sodium Carbonate (497-19-18); Proteolytic Enzyme (9014-01-1); Linear alkyl benzene sulfonate (68081-81-2); Primary C14-15 alcohol sulfate (Mix of 68081-98-1, 68187-50-0); Alcohol Ether Sulfate (68585-34-2); and d-Limonene (94266-47-4).

- S-262, a scale inhibitor supplied by Reef. At well #42-462-38034, the product is marked “proprietary.” At well # 30-015-39086, two ingredients and their CAS numbers are listed for this product: Amino Triethyl Phosphate Ether (68131-71-5) and Methanol (67-56-1). In addition, “inert ingredients” are mentioned.

- SUPERMAX, a surfactant and foamer supplied by Nabors/Superior Well Services.\textsuperscript{cxv} At well # 37-005-29978 and at least 8 other wells,\textsuperscript{cxv} there is one “proprietary” ingredient noted, and three other ingredients and their CAS numbers listed: Isopropyl Alcohol (67-63-0); Glycol Ether (111-76-2) and Ethyl Hexanol (104-76-7). Similarly, at well # 37-051-24334, the same three ingredients are listed, plus an “other unspecified”. However, at well #37-063-36002 and at least three other wells,\textsuperscript{cxv} 22 ingredients and their CAS numbers are listed, including Isopropyl Alcohol, Glycol Ether, and 2-Ethylhexanol. There are no proprietary assertions made for the product on these forms.

- TFR-21L, a friction reduction supplied by TES. At well # 35-121-24512, the product is listed as “proprietary.” However, at well # 35-121-24534 and at least 21 other wells\textsuperscript{cxv}, five ingredients are listed, and a CAS number is provided for four: Ethoxylated C10-16 Alcohols (68002-97-1); Hydrotreated Light Distillate (64742-47-8); Sodium Chloride (7647-14-5); Water (7732-18-5); and an Acrylamide modified polymer (CAS withheld as proprietary).

- TSC-6755, a scale inhibitor supplied by X-Chem. At well #42-103-01856 and at least six other wells,\textsuperscript{cxvii} the product is marked “proprietary.” However, at well # 42-115-33475 and dozens of other wells,\textsuperscript{cxvii} two ingredients and their CAS numbers are identified: Phosphonic acid,nitrilotris(methylene)tris-,pentasodium salt (2235-43-0) and Sodium Chloride (7647-14-5).

A company taking reasonable efforts to maintain the secrecy of one or more ingredients of a fracturing fluid additive would consistently shield those ingredients from disclosure on a public website. Indeed, “trade secret” is defined as information that is the subject of reasonable efforts under the circumstances to maintain secrecy.\textsuperscript{cxviii} Many courts will find that these “reasonable efforts” would include making sure information is not published on a website accessible to the general public and to one’s competitors.\textsuperscript{cxix}
Well owners, operators, and service companies are disclosing information to FracFocus from different states and at different times. Given this, there are three circumstances that might give rise to inconsistent disclosures. First, some trade secrets may lose their proprietary value over time, leading a company to deliberately disclose ingredients it once protected. That action should moot the trade secret designation for all other entries listing the same product.

Second, a state agency may have determined that one or more chemical ingredients were not “trade secrets” under applicable state rules.\textsuperscript{cxvi} Were this to occur, the company could no longer assert protections over those constituents, under the plain definition of “trade secret.” The information is now easily accessible to others, there are no confidential circumstances surrounding the posting, and there no longer remains any confidential character to the information.

Third, a company may have inadvertently disclosed information about a chemical. Once that occurs, the company may no longer attest that it has taken reasonable efforts to maintain the secrecy of the chemical – the company has abandoned the trade secret by posting it on a public forum accessible to known competitors.\textsuperscript{cxvii} Failure to prevent publication “effectively [destroys] any confidential character it might otherwise have enjoyed as a trade secret.”\textsuperscript{cxviii}

\section*{Recommendations}

In short, our review suggests that FracFocus prevents states from enforcing timely disclosure requirements, creates obstacles for compliance for reporting companies, and allows inconsistent trade secret assertions. Furthermore, the reliance on FracFocus by numerous states as a de facto regulatory mechanism sends a strong signal to industry that careful reporting and compliance is not a top priority. Thus, it is worth reconsidering reliance on FracFocus as a regulatory compliance tool.

At the very least, agencies should condition reliance on FracFocus on a set of minimum standards. Only two states have required anything of FracFocus – Colorado\textsuperscript{cxix} and Pennsylvania\textsuperscript{cxcii} directed FracFocus to become a searchable database by January 1, 2013 – and the registry failed to comply. Under Colorado law, this failure triggered a requirement that companies begin sending disclosures to FracFocus \textit{and} the state on February 1, 2013; however, a spokesperson for the state Oil and Gas Commission seemed unaware of this requirement.\textsuperscript{cxvii} Pennsylvania’s law states that if FracFocus was not searchable by January 1, 2013, the Department of Environmental Protection “shall investigate the feasibility of making the information . . . available on the department’s Internet website in a manner that will allow the department and the public to search and sort the information.”\textsuperscript{cxviii} As of April 2013, Pennsylvania had not posted disclosures on its site.

This example suggests that any state’s ability to make demands on FracFocus is limited. Therefore, the federal government should step into this void and require minimum standards for the disclosure registry. Specifically, in its upcoming rule, BLM should set forth basic requirements for a third party disclosure registry that must exist for publication on that site to be deemed in compliance with the federal disclosure law. BLM should not mention FracFocus by name, but instead should describe the floor requirements for any eligible disclosure registry. If FracFocus cannot meet the new standards, perhaps a competitor site can.

BLM should require FracFocus to:

\begin{itemize}
\item Be searchable across forms and allow for meaningful cross-tabulation of search results;
\item Report on the face of each disclosure form the date that form was submitted to FracFocus;
\end{itemize}
○ Provide state/federal agency-specific forms, and/or at least reflect the differences across those forms (for instance, the “maximum concentration” columns could be re-labeled “maximum or actual concentrations”).
○ Reject submissions that list non-existent (or non-matching) CAS numbers.

In addition, the following recommendations could enhance reporting:

➢ States (and BLM, if it chooses to use FracFocus) should require, as Texas does, that companies send copies of their FracFocus disclosure forms to the relevant agency. If a state discovers that a FracFocus form it receives was not published on FracFocus, penalties should apply.

➢ States and BLM must have an alternative disclosure mechanism in place in the event of the third-party website weakening its standards or folding, as Texas now does.

➢ States and BLM should adopt the trade secret procedures set forth in the Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act, for its hydraulic fracturing chemical disclosure rules. Arkansas already incorporates EPCRA by reference in its hydraulic fracturing disclosure rule.\textsuperscript{cxxx}

➢ States and BLM should require companies to submit a statement to the relevant agency describing and substantiating any trade secret claims made on FracFocus. The statement should include information necessary to trigger the state’s public information laws so that challenges may be made to the assertions. Colorado law provides a useful starting point, although a clearer and broader standard for eligible challengers may be required.

➢ States and BLM should consider assessing penalties for asserting trade secret over a product that has been fully disclosed elsewhere on FracFocus.

➢ Congress should debate the implications of submitting reporting requirements to a non-regulatory third party. A number of legal and political issues may not have been considered fully when states began directing companies to disclose to FracFocus, such as the lack of oversight on trade secret claims and the fact that these third-parties are generally not subject to public information laws. A hearing could review these implications and suggest ways to improve public access to information.

➢ State and federal agencies should attach conditions to government funding of any third-party informational repository. Since 2009, DOE contributed $3.84 million in grants to GWPC, $1.5 million of which was used for FracFocus.\textsuperscript{cxxx} DOE could condition future funding on FracFocus being made searchable across forms.
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Credit for the “confidential” stamp on page 8 goes to Stuart Miles/123rf.com.
1 Pages 10-11 of this report lists examples of inconsistent trade secret claims. In addition, ingredient lists for the same product differ from form to form. Compare the ingredients for CL-350HT, a product supplied by Frac Tech Services, in the form for well # 17-013-20820 (listing 10 ingredients, with 9 CAS numbers), with the ingredients reported at well # 17-031-25143 (listing 3 ingredients and their CAS numbers), with the ingredients reported at well # 42-127-33868 (listing 5 ingredients, 3 with CAS numbers and two described as “trade secrets”), with the ingredients reported at well # 42-401-35176 (listing 16 ingredients, 10 with CAS numbers and 6 described as “proprietary”).


iii See, e.g., Mike Soraghan, Hydraulic Fracturing: Public Disclosure Database Kept Private, ENERGYWIRE, Aug. 13, 2012. The authors may explore the position taken by the FracFocus organizers in a future paper.


v For instance, the share of shale gas proved reserves relative to total U.S. natural gas proved reserves increased from less than 10% in 2007 to over 30% in 2010. U.S. Crude Oil, Natural Gas, and NG Liquids Proved Reserves, U.S. ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION (Aug. 1, 2012), http://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/crudeoilreserves/.


vii See, e.g., Norimitsu Onishi, Vast Oil Reserve May Now be within Reach, and Battle Heats Up, NEW YORK TIMES, Feb. 2, 2013.


ix Well operators use from 3.8 million gallons to 5.5 million gallons of water to fracture a single well in the Marcellus shale.

x Corrie Clark et al., ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY, LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS OF SHALE GAS AND NATURAL GAS 10 (2011).


xiii ALA. ADMIN. CODE r. 400-3-8-03 (2007).

xiv ARK. ADMIN. CODE 178.00.1-B-19 (2011) (requiring well operators to notify their intent to perform hydraulic fracturing on applications to drill, and to report within 30 days of well completion the types, volumes of base fluid and additives used).

xv 2 COLO. CODE REGS. § 404-1:205 (2008) (requiring well operators to maintain Material Safety Data Sheets for chemicals used downhole, and a Chemical Inventory for chemicals exceeding 500 pounds during any quarterly reporting period).

xvi PA. CODE § 78.122(b)(6) (2011) (requiring well operators to report within 30 days of well completion the volume of water as base fluid, a list of hydraulic fracturing additives by type and percent by volume, and a list of OSHA-regulated chemicals in those additives, and to provide a list of non-OSHA regulated chemicals to the state upon request).


xviii WYO. ADMIN. CODE OIL GEN Ch. 3 § 45 (2010) (requiring well operators to provide the following on applications to drill: the source of the base stimulation fluid, each additive by type, chemical compounds and CAS numbers, and proposed rate or concentration; further requiring well operators to report after well completion the total volume of fluid, proppant rate or concentration, chemical additive name, type, concentration or rate, and amounts actually used to fracture the well).

xviii Those eighteen states are: Alabama; Arkansas; Colorado; Idaho; Indiana; Louisiana; Michigan; Mississippi; New Mexico; North Dakota; Ohio; Oklahoma; Pennsylvania; South Dakota; Texas; Utah; West Virginia; and Wyoming.

xix Colorado updated its rules in 2012 and began directing companies engaged in hydraulic fracturing to report chemical use on FracFocus. See 2 COLO. CODE REGS. § 404-1:205A(b)(2)(A) (2008). Pennsylvania updated its chemical reporting requirements by statute in 2012; Pennsylvania now requires reporting to FracFocus, see 58 PA. CONS. STAT. § 3222.1(b)(2), and the Commonwealth’s Department of Environmental Protection, see 58 PA. CONS. STAT. § 3222(b)(3), (b.1)(1) (2012).


“The hydraulic fracturing process can be incredibly complex and has the potential to pose significant risks to public health and the environment. The failure to properly disclose chemical additives can lead to unregulated exposure to hazardous substances.”

“Because the hydraulic fracturing industry is relying on disclosure laws to self-regulate, it is essential that these laws ensure transparency and ensure that all chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing are disclosed. Without adequate disclosure, it is impossible to know the full extent of the risks posed by hydraulic fracturing to public health and the environment.”

Safety studies and Data from Health and Safety Studies Submitted under TSCA, Notice.


See 68 Fed. Reg. 33129, 33140 (republishing, with new standards and procedural requirements, the TSCA Section 8(c) Policy and Guidelines); Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) Section 8(e) Notices, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/tsca8e/pubs/confidentialbusinessinformation.html (last updated Sept. 17, 2012).

75 Fed. Reg. 29,754 (May 27, 2010), EPA, Claims of Confidentiality: Certain Chemicals to be Managed Under TSCA, Notice.


U.S. GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, CHEMICAL REGULATION: OPTIONS EXIST TO IMPROVE EPA’S ABILITY TO ASSESS HEALTH RISKS AND MANAGE ITS CHEMICAL REVIEW PROGRAM 33 (2005).
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